Truee Dunngeoon Chharaccter C
Classs Guide
In 20011 a major overhaul to
t the True Dungeon character
c
claasses was ccompleted. F
For the firstt time ever,,
th
all ccharacters arre 4 -level.. Through th
he power of certain tokkens, some characters may be 5th--level. In
addiition, two new characteer class variations—Dw
warf Fighteer and Elf W
Wizard—haave been added and aree
avaiilable to all players.

Parts
P
of
o the Card
L
Level: Indiccates whetheer a charactter is 4th or a 5th level.
C
Class: Cleric, Fighter, Rogue,
R
Wizzard, etc.
B
Base Hit Po
oints: The character’s
c
starting
s
Hitt Points, whhich
caan be modified by tokeens.
C
Current Hitt Point Tra
acker: The left column
n is the tenss
digit and thee right colum
mn is the on
nes digit. Eaach player iis
f tracking
g their curreent Hit Poin
nts with a
reesponsible for
m
movable clip
p which hig
ghlights onee set of num
mbers on eacch
coolumn. So if
i a characteer has 28 hiit points, the player woould
highlight thee “20” on th
he left and the
t “08” on the right. A
g would
chharacter with only threee hit pointss remaining
highlight thee “00” on th
he left and the
t “03” on the right.
Base Attributes: Used to calculate character abilities. H
Hit
B
P
Points, Savin
ng Throws, and other stats
s
already
y account fo
for
bonuses gran
nted by high
h Base Attrribute scorees. E.g., if thhe
chharacter carrd lists 16 CON,
C
do no
ot add +3 to
o max Hit
P
Points—it’s already beeen factored in. Same goes for DEX
X
annd AC, STR
R for To Hiit, etc. Addiitional Attriibutes grantted
byy tokens wiill be calcullated and no
oted on the party card
w
when applicaable.
S
Skill Test: If
I the characcter has a sp
pecialized Skill
S
Checkk, it
w
will be detailed here.
S
Special Pow
wers/Skills: Abilities associated
a
with
w this speecific class..
S
Spells/Speciial Abilities: Spellcastters will hav
ve their speells and abillities detaileed here. Meelee classes
have their co
ombat abilitties detailed
d here.
Spells/Speciial Abilities Used: An
ny spell pow
wer, or speccial ability w
with limitedd uses will hhave one
S
tiick box for each time itt can be useed. DMs wiill tick the bbox next to the descripption each tiime it’s
used. Once all
a the boxees for a partiicular spell//power/abillity are tickked, the charracter may not use it
c
spellss Restore Sp
pell or Resttore Rower could grantt an additioonal use.)
aggain. (The cleric
B
Base Saving
g Throws: These
T
are based
b
on thee class and Base Attribbutes of eacch characterr.
4th-level
5th-levell
cha
aracter
character
carrds have a
cards have a
red
d & yellow
ple & navyy
purp
colo
or scheme
collor scheme
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HP at 4th

30

Barbarian

HP at 5th

40

Skill Test: Barbarian players get to practice
combat sliding while in the training room.

Special Power for 4th-Level Barbarians
Barbarian Rage: Once per adventure, the
barbarian can enter into a state of rage which
causes her to deal +4 damage with all melee
weapons. The rage damage bonus can be used
with Compound weapons, but only when they
are used in melee—not thrown. A raging
barbarian may use ranged or thrown weapons
without breaking rage, but the bonus damage
does not apply. Rage lasts until the end of
combat or the when the player chooses to end it.
It can be entered into at any time as a free action
and ceased at any time as a free action.

Special Powers for 5th-Level Barbarians
Greater Rage: Exactly the same as normal
Rage except the damage bonus is +6. Greater
Rage replaces the 4th-level Rage ability. 5th-level
barbarians do not get two rages.
Damage Reduction: Whenever the barbarian
takes damage, reduce the damage taken by 1
point. This affects every kind of damage except
Push damage from not completing a room.
HP at 4th

18

Bard

HP at 5th

24

Skill Test: Once per combat as a full round
action, the bard may tell the DM she wants to
perform a Monster Lore skill check. If the player
correctly names the glyph presented by the DM,
the bard learns some useful information about
the monster.

Bard Special Powers
Bardsong: All party members, including the
bard, gain +1 To Hit and +1 Damage (+2/+2 at
5th) on all physical weapon attacks. Spells are
unaffected by bardsong. The following charts
detail which instruments grant which bonuses,
depending on the level of the bard. “None”
refers to a bard playing the default instrument
with no additional properties/abilities.

4th: Special
Instrument
none
Luck
Masterwork
Rage
Siren
Widseth’s
5th: Special
Instrument
none
Luck
Masterwork
Rage
Siren
Widseth’s

Melee

Saving

Ranged

To Hit Damage Throws To Hit Damage

+1
+1
+1
+2
+1
+1

+1
+1
+2
+1
+1
+2

Melee

+1

Saving

+1
+1
+1
+2
+1
+1

+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1

Ranged

To Hit Damage Throws To Hit Damage

+2
+2
+2
+3
+2
+2

+2
+2
+3
+2
+2
+3

+2

+2
+2
+2
+3
+2
+2

+2
+2
+2
+2
+2
+2

Spell Use: Unlike other casters which get a
specific number of uses of each spell, bards get a
total number of spells per spell level. A bard
may cast any spell on the list, assuming she has
not yet used up her available “slots” for that
spell level.
Scroll Use: “All”, “Divine”, and “Arcane”

Spells for 4th-Level Bards
0-Level Bard Spells:
Any combination of up to five 0-level spells
Daze: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will save,
monster loses 1 melee attack per round. If the
monster only had one melee attack per round to
begin with, it cannot melee attack at all. Daze
lasts one round.
Flare: If the monster fails a DC 12 Reflex save,
the monster is -1 To Hit for the rest of the room.
Resistance: One character, chosen by the bard,
gets +1 to all their saves for the entire room.
1st-Level Bard Spells:
Any combination of up to three 1st-level spells
Cause Fear: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will
save, it may not attack for one round.
Mute: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will save, it
cannot cast spells or speak for the rest of the
room.
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Protection from Evil: The bard gains +2 to AC
and +2 to all saves for the rest of the room. (does
not affect other characters)
nd

2 -Level Bard Spells:
Any combination of up to two 2nd-level spells
Inspire: Removes all Charm and Fear effects
from the entire group.
Suggestion: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will
save, the next round its only action is to deal 6
points of damage to itself. It has no effect on
mindless monsters.

20

Cleric

HP at 5th

26

Skill Test: Cleric players must identify a prayer
bead to Turn Undead or cast healing spells. A
failed check results in lower damage/healing but
the effect still works. Spells with a [] require
this test. Undead are not damaged by healing
spells cast upon them.

Cleric Special Powers

Spells for 5th-Level Bards
0-Level Bard Spells:
Any combination of up to five 0-level spells.
Daze: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will save,
monster loses 1 melee attack per round. If the
monster only had one melee attack per round to
begin with, it cannot melee attack at all. Daze
lasts one round.
Flare: If the monster fails a DC 12 Reflex save,
the monster is -1 To Hit for the rest of the room.
Resistance: One character, chosen by the bard,
gets +1 to all their saves for the entire room.
1st-Level Bard Spells:
Any combination of up to four 1st-level spells.
Cause Fear: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will
save, it may not attack for one round.
Mute: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will save, it
cannot cast spells or speak for the rest of the
room.
Protection from Evil: The bard gains +2 to AC
and +2 to all saves for the rest of the room. (does
not affect other characters)
2nd-Level Bard Spells:
Any combination of up to two 2nd-level spells.
Inspire: Removes all Charm and Fear effects
from the entire group.
Soothe Wounds: Heals 2 points of damage to
all party members.
Suggestion: If the monster fails a DC 12 Will
save, the next round its only action is to deal 6
points of damage to itself. It has no effect on
mindless monsters.

HP at 4th

Turn Undead: Once per room, clerics can cause
either 5 or 8 [] points of damage to undead
foes. This affects all undead in the room.
Scroll Use: “All” or “Divine”

Spells for 4th-Level Clerics
0-level Cleric Spells:
Cure Minor Wounds: heals 1 point of
damage on one character
Guidance: targeted character gains +1 To Hit
(any melee, ranged, or spell attack requiring a
To Hit slide) for one room
1st-level Cleric Spells:
Bless: All characters gain +1 To Hit (any
melee, ranged, or spell attack requiring a To Hit
slide) and +1 to saving throws vs. Fear for one
room.
Cure Light Wounds: heals 5 or 8 []
points of damage on a single character
Spiritual Hammer: hit at least AC 15 to deal
8 points of force damage to a single target
2nd-Level Cleric Spells:
Cure Moderate Wounds: heals 13 or 16
[] points of damage
 Restore Power: Another character must reuse an expended Special Power on their next
turn. (Special Powers include anything other
than spells listed in the Special Power section on
the class cards.)
Restore Spell: Another character must re-cast
a used spell (of any level) on their next turn.
(cannot restore spells cast from scrolls or items)
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Spells for 5th-Level Clerics

HP at 4th

0-level Cleric Spells:
Cure Minor Wounds: heals 1 point of
damage on one character
Guidance: targeted player gains +1 To Hit
(any melee, ranged, or spell attack requiring a
To Hit slide) for one room

22

1st-level Cleric Spells:
Bless: All characters gain +1 To Hit (any
melee, ranged, or spell attack requiring a To Hit
slide) and +1 to saving throws vs. Fear for one
room
Cure Light Wounds: heals 5 or 8 []
points of damage on a single character
Spiritual Hammer: Hit at least AC 15 to deal
8 points of force damage to a single target
2nd-Level Cleric Spells:
Cure Moderate Wounds: heals 13 or 16
[] points of damage
 Restore Power: Another character must reuse an expended Special Power on their next
turn. (Special Powers include anything other
than spells listed in the Special Power section on
the class cards.)
Restore Spell: Another character must re-cast
a used spell (of any level) on their next turn,
cannot restore spells cast from scrolls or items
3rd-Level Cleric Spells:
Cure Serious Wounds: heals 21 or 24 []
points of damage
Searing Light: deals 20 points of Divine
damage to a single Evil target, no To Hit roll
required, no Saving Throw allowed to avoid
damage; +10 damage (for a total of 30) if the
target is also undead

Druid

HP at 5th

30

Skill Test: Druid players must identify the
silhouette of one of ten leaves in order to cast
most healing or damage-inflicting spells. A
failed check results in lower healing/damage but
the effect still works. Spells with a [] require
this test. Undead are not damaged by healing
spells cast upon them.

Special Powers for 4th & 5th Level Druids
Communicate with Animals: can mentally
converse with any animal at will. This does not
always mean the animal will like the druid.
Spell Surge: once per game, doubles the
healing or damage (before any other modifiers
are applied) from one spell cast by the druid,
must be used prior to initiating their skill check
(if that spell requires a skill check)
Scroll Use: “All” or “Divine”

Additional Power for 5th-Level Druids
Improved Polymorph: +2 damage while
polymorphed. This is a passive ability that
automatically activates when the druid assumes
an animal form.

Spells for 4th-Level Druids
0-level Druid Spells:
Cure Minor Wounds: heals 1 point of
damage on one character
Detect Poison: reveals all poisons in the
room, only the druid can see this effect
Resistance: targeted player gains +1 to all
saving throws for the rest of the room
1st-level Druid Spells:
Cure Light Wounds: heals 5 or 8 []
points of damage on a single character
Freezing Orb: deals 8 or 10 [] points of
cold damage to a single target
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2nd-Level Druid Spells:
Cure Moderate Wounds: heals 13 or 16 []
points of damage
Neutralize Poison: removes all poison from a
monster (preventing it from poisoning anyone
else) or character. Does not heal HP damage
already dealt by poisons, but prevents further
damage. Using this against a monster does not
require a slide or skill check, nor does it allow a
saving throw to avoid the effect.
Firebolt: deals 10 or 14 [] points of fire
damage to a single target

Spells for 5th-Level Druids
0-level Druid Spells:
Cure Minor Wounds: heals 1 point of
damage on one character
Detect Poison: reveals all poisons in the
room, only the druid can see this effect
Resistance: targeted character gains +1 to all
saving throws for the rest of the room
1st-level Druid Spells:
Cure Light Wounds: heals 5 or 8 []
points of damage on a single
Freezing Orb: deals 8 or 10 [] points of
cold damage to a single target
2nd-Level Druid Spells:
Cure Moderate Wounds: heals 13 or 16 []
points of damage
Neutralize Poison: removes all poison from a
monster (preventing it from poisoning anyone
else) or character. Does not heal HP damage
already dealt by poisons, but prevents further
damage. Using this against a monster does not
require a slide or skill check, nor does it allow a
saving throw to avoid the effect.
Firebolt: deals 10 or 14 [] points of fire
damage to a single target

HP at 4th

28

Dwarf Fighter

HP at 5th

38

Dwarf Fighters have the same armor and
weapon restrictions as Fighters.
Skill Test: Dwarf Fighter players get to practice
combat sliding while in the training room.

Powers for 4th-Level Dwarf Fighters
Weapon Focus: +2 To Hit when using melee
weapons. (does not apply to ranged or thrown
weapons) This is a passive ability and will be
reflected on the party card.
Defensive Focus: +4 to AC when attacked by
Large creatures. Even though this ability is
technically always “on”, it may not be reflected
on the party card because it’s circumstantial.
Players would be wise to politely remind their
DM of their increased AC when fighting
monsters of Large size or greater.

Powers for 5th-Level Dwarf Fighters
Weapon Focus: +2 To Hit when using melee
weapons. (does not apply to ranged or thrown
weapons) This is a passive ability and will be
reflected on the party card.
Defensive Focus: +4 to AC when attacked by
Large creatures. Even though this ability is
technically always “on”, it may not be reflected
on the party card because it’s circumstantial.
Players would be wise to politely remind their
DM of their increased AC when fighting
monsters of Large size or greater.
Axe & Shield Focus: Whenever the dwarf
fighter is wielding a one-handed axe and using a
shield, if the player slides a natural 20, the axe
does maximum damage. A player would be wise
to politely remind the DM of this ability when
circumstances merit.

3rd-Level Druid Spells:
Call Lightning: deals 16 or 20 [] points
of shock damage to a single target
Protection from Energy: gives immunity to
either fire, cold, or shock damage to one
character for one room; caster declares energy
type when spell is cast
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HP at 4th

16

Elf Wizard

HP at 5th

21

Elf Wizards have the same armor and weapon
restrictions as Wizards.
Skill Test: Elf Wizard players must memorize
locations on the planar chart. A failed check
results in lower damage but the effect still
works. Spells with a [] require this test.

Ray of Enfeeblement: If the caster hits AC
15, all the victim’s melee attacks suffer a -3 to
damage for the rest of combat, stacks up to -6
from any form of Enfeeblement (including the
scroll & bolt.)

Spells for 5th-Level Elf Wizards

Elf Wizard Special Powers
Scroll Use: “All” or “Arcane”

Spells for 4th-Level Elf Wizards
0-level Elf Wizard Spells:
Acid Splash: deals 3 or 6 [] points of
acid damage to a single target
Detect Magic: reveals all magic in the room
to the caster. It’s up to the caster to share that
information with the party, if desired.
1st-level Elf Wizard Spells:
Alertness: party gets +10 to Initiative rolls for
one room
Instant Safeguard: The caster’s AC is reset
to 16 (may not be cast on others) for one room.
It’s a Free Action to cast so the character can
take another action in the same round. While in
effect, this spell absolutely guarantees the caster
will have AC 16 which no other modifier can
change, be it positive or negative, temporary or
permanent. Secondary penalties/benefits could
still apply. E.g., drinking a Cat’s Grace potion
(+4 to DEX) would still improve the caster’s
aim and saving throws, but it would not change
his AC.
Magic Missile: deals 8 or 11 [] points of
force damage to a single target
2nd-Level Elf Wizard Spells:
Invisibility: caster is visually undetectable
unless s/he attacks or casts a spell, lasts for one
room
Lightning Strike: If the caster hits AC 13,
this spell deals 16 points of shock damage to one
target.

0-level Elf Wizard Spells:
Acid Splash: deals 3 or 6 [] points of
acid damage to a single target
Detect Magic: reveals all magic in the room
to the caster. It’s up to the caster to share that
information with the party, if desired.
1st-level Elf Wizard Spells:
Alertness: party gets +10 to Initiative rolls for
one room
 Instant Safeguard: The caster’s AC is reset
to 16 (may not be cast on others) for one room.
It’s a Free Action to cast so the character can
take another action in the same round. While in
effect, this spell absolutely guarantees the caster
will have AC 16 which no other modifier can
change, be it positive or negative, temporary or
permanent. Secondary penalties/benefits could
still apply. E.g., drinking a Cat’s Grace potion
(+4 to DEX) would still improve the caster’s
aim and saving throws, but it would not change
his AC.
Magic Missile: deals 8 or 11 [] points
of force damage to a single target
2nd-Level Elf Wizard Spells:
Invisibility: caster is visually undetectable
unless s/he attacks or casts a spell, lasts for one
room
Lightning Strike: If the caster hits AC 13,
this spell deals 16 points of shock damage to one
target.
Ray of Enfeeblement: If the caster hits AC
15, all the victim’s melee attacks suffer a -3 to
damage for the rest of combat, stacks up to -6
from any form of Enfeeblement (including the
scroll & bolt.)
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3rd-Level Elf Wizard Spells:
Fireball: deals 30 points of fire damage to all
monsters (not party members), monsters who
make a DC 12 Reflex save take half damage
Stoneskin: caster ignores the first 5 points of
damage per hit or spell effect, lasts one room

Weapon Focus: +2 To Hit when using weapons
in melee. (does not apply to ranged or thrown
weapons) This is a passive ability and will be
reflected on the party card.

Evasion: If the monk makes a successful Reflex
saving throw against any attack that normally
deals half damage on a successful save, take no
damage instead.
Feather Fall: take no damage from falling 60
feet or under
Flurry of Blows: When making weaponless
melee attacks, slide two pucks with one hand
very quickly—one immediately after the other.
The second puck must leave the player’s hand
before the first puck stops moving.
Martial Prowess: base 16 armor class instead of
10
Stunning Fist: Before making a Flurry of
Blows attack, the monk may declare he’s using
Stunning Fist. If the first attack hits, the target is
Stunned for one round.

Special Powers for 5th-Level Fighters

Special Powers for 5th-Level Monks

HP at 4th

26

Fighter

HP at 5th

36

Skill Test: Fighter players get to practice
combat sliding while in the training room.

Special Power for 4th-Level Fighters

Weapon Focus: +2 To Hit when using weapons
in melee. (does not apply to ranged or thrown
weapons) This is a passive ability and will be
reflected on the party card.
Weapon Specialization: During the first round
(not any other round) of combat, fighters may
choose to immediately re-slide a melee (not
ranged) attack, but they must take the second
result—even if it’s lower.
HP at 4th

22

Monk

HP at 5th

30

Skill Test: Monk players may practice their
Flurry of Blows double-puck combat technique
in the training room. Monks may use weapons
designated usable by monks on the token, but if
they use an actual weapon, they only use one
puck. Bracers which modify monk hand attacks
(e.g., +1 Bracer of the Dragonfist or Bracer of
Quivering Palm) do not have this restriction
unless otherwise specified.

Special Powers for 4th-Level Monks
Deflect Missiles: immune to non-magical
missile attacks

Deflect Missiles: immune to non-magical
missile attacks
Diamond Body: immune to all types of poison
Feather Fall: take no damage from falling 60
feet or under
Flurry of Blows: When making weaponless
melee attacks, slide two pucks with one hand
very quickly—one immediately after the other.
The second puck must leave the player’s hand
before the first puck stops moving.
Improved Evasion: If the monk makes a
successful Reflex saving throw against any
attack that normally deals half damage on a
successful save, take no damage instead. If the
saving throw fails, take half damage instead of
full.
Magic Strike: All Flurry of Blow attacks gain
+2 To Hit & +2 Damage and count as +2
weapons vs. Damage Reduction.
Martial Prowess: base 16 armor class instead of
10
Stunning Fist: Before making a Flurry of
Blows attack, the monk may declare he’s using
Stunning Fist. If the first attack hits, the target is
Stunned for one round.
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HP at 4th

24

Paladin

HP at 5th

33

Skill Test: Paladin players get to practice melee
combat while in the training room.
Scroll Use: “All” (may not cast “Divine”)

Special Powers for 4th-Level Paladins
Detect Evil: use of this power reveals all
sources of evil in the room
Guard: At the start of combat, the paladin may
designate another character to Guard for the
entire combat. The paladin will be attacked
instead of the guarded character should the DM
decide the guarded character should be attacked
by the monster with a melee attack. Guard does
not protect against missiles, area of effect
damage, or spells which automatically hit.
×12 Heal (Lay on Hands): A paladin may
heal up to three points of damage per level per
adventure. A paladin may use all of this healing
at once on a single character, divide it among
multiple recipients throughout the adventure, or
any combination in-between. A paladin may also
choose to use it on herself.
Immunity to Disease: immunity to normal as
well as magical diseases
Remove Disease: removes all diseases,
magical or mundane, from a single character

Special Powers for 5th-Level Paladins
Detect Evil: use of this power reveals all
sources of evil in the room
Guard: At the start of combat, the paladin may
designate another character to Guard for the
entire combat. The paladin will be attacked
instead of the guarded character should the DM
decide the guarded character should be attacked
by the monster with a melee, ranged or spell
requiring a To Hit roll. Guard does not protect
against area of effect damage or spells which
automatically hit.

×15 Heal (Lay on Hands): A paladin may
heal up to three points of damage per level per
adventure. A paladin may use all of this healing
at once on a single character, divide it among
multiple recipients throughout the adventure, or
any combination in-between. A paladin may also
choose to use it on herself.
Immunity to Disease: total immunity to normal
as well as magical diseases
Remove Disease: removes all diseases—
magical or mundane—from a single character
Sacrifice: A paladin may immediately save
one character from death. Both
characters’current hit points are re-set to 5.
Sacrifice may only be used the instant the other
character is about to die.
HP at 4th

24

Ranger

HP at 5th

33

Skill Test: Ranger players may practice their
unique two-handed combat technique in the
training room. When rangers make melee
attacks, they do so by sliding two weapon pucks
simultaneously, one in each hand. In their main
hand they may use any 1-hand melee weapon
usable by Rangers. The off-hand weapon must
also be 1-handed and useable by both Rangers
and Rogues. Rangers firing missile weapons
slide only one puck.
Scroll Use: “All” (not “Divine” or “Arcane”)

Special Powers for 4th Level Rangers
Favored Enemy: +1 damage with melee (not
ranged) attacks made against Undead monsters
Sharpshooter: +2 damage with a bow,
crossbow, or sling (not thrown projectiles)

Special Powers for 5th Level Rangers
Favored Enemy: +2 damage with melee (not
ranged) attacks made against Undead monsters
Sharpshooter: +4 damage with a bow,
crossbow, or sling (not thrown projectiles)
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Spells for 5th Level Rangers
Barkskin: +2 to AC, lasts for one room,
caster only
Magic Fang: a polymorphed character gains
+2 to damage, lasts entire adventure
HP at 4th

18

Rogue

HP at 5th

24

Skill Test: Rogue players will be presented with
a “chest” with a winding path cut into the top.
To pass the skill test, the player must guide a
metal stylus through the entire path without
touching the sides. Success means the player
gets to choose either a clue to help the whole
party or a random treasure token. (not both) This
test is an abstraction of the various operations a
real rogue might perform, not a literal
representation of the obstacles in the room.
Therefore, a Knock spell will not unlock this
“chest”.

Special Power for 4th-Level Rogues
Sneak Attack: Once per combat, a rogue may
take one round to sneak up on a monster before
they strike with a melee weapon. The player
must inform the DM they are sneaking that
round and then on the next round the player
makes a normal attack slide. If the target is hit,
the attack deals damage equal to 15 plus
whatever damage is indicated on the token.
Note: A rogue can only Sneak Attack living
creatures with vital anatomical structures. It will
not work against constructs, incorporeal
creatures, oozes, plants, or undead.

Special Powers for 5th-Level Rogues
Flank Attack: Once per combat, instead of
attacking during a combat round, the player can
place a combat puck with an upside-down token
inside it anywhere on the combat board. The
player may leave the slider there until the end of
combat but it may not be adjusted once it is
placed. This may be helpful to other players as a
backstop for their slides. The puck may be
knocked around by other pucks. The rogue may
remove the puck if so desired and attack that
round, but that would cancel the flank for that

combat. The Rogue can take no other action
while he is flanking.
Enhanced Sneak Attack: Once per combat, a
rogue may take one round to sneak up on a
monster before they strike with a melee weapon.
The player must inform the DM they are
sneaking that round and then on the next round
the player makes a normal attack slide. If the
target is hit, the attack deals damage equal to 20
plus whatever damage is indicated on the token.
Note: A rogue can only use Enhanced Sneak
Attack against living creatures with vital
anatomical structures. It will not work against
constructs, incorporeal creatures, oozes, plants,
or undead.
HP at 4th

15

Wizard

HP at 5th

20

Skill Test: Wizard players must memorize
locations on the planar chart. A failed check
results in lower damage but the effect still
works. Spells with a [] require this test.

Special Powers
Scroll Use: “All” or “Arcane”

Spells for 4th-Level Wizards
0-level Wizard Spells:
Fire Ray: deals 3 or 6 [] points of fire
damage to a single target
Ray of Frost: deals 3 or 6 [] points of
cold damage to a single target
1st-level Wizard Spells:
Burning Hands: deals 6 or 9 [] points of
fire damage to all targets
Instant Safeguard: The caster’s AC is reset
to 16 (may not be cast on others) for one room.
It’s a Free Action to cast so the character can
take another action in the same round. While in
effect, this spell absolutely guarantees the caster
will have AC 16 which no other modifier can
change, be it positive or negative, temporary or
permanent. Secondary penalties/benefits could
still apply. E.g., drinking a Cat’s Grace potion
(+4 to DEX) would still improve the caster’s
aim and saving throws, but it would not change
his AC.
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Magic Misssile: deals 8 or 11 []] points of
force damage to
o a single taarget
2nd-L
Level Wiza
ard Spells:
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s
with itself
i
or any
y other
effeccts)
Liightning Sttrike: If thee caster hitss AC 13,
this spell deals 16 points of
o shock dam
mage to a
singgle target.
Sccorching Ray:
R
If the caster
c
hits AC
A 15, deals
16 ppoints of firee damage to
o that one taarget (no
savee)

Spells for 5th-Leevel Wiza
ards
0-levvel Wizard
d Spells:

Fire Ray
y: deals 3 or
o 6 [] poiints of fire
dam
mage to a sin
ngle target

Ray of Frost:
F
dealss 3 or 6 []] points of
coldd damage to
o a single tarrget
1st-leevel Wizarrd Spells:
Bu
urning Han
nds: deals 6 or 9 [] points
p
of
fire damage to all targets
nstant Safeguard: Thee caster’s AC
A is reset
In
to 166 (may not be cast on others)
o
for one room.
It’s a Free Action to cast so
s the charaacter can
takee another action in the same
s
round
d. While in
effecct, this spelll absolutely
y guarantees the casterr
will have AC 16 which no
o other mod
difier can
ositive or neegative, tem
mporary or
channge, be it po

perm
manent. Seccondary pennalties/benefits could
still apply. E.g., drinking a Cat’s Gracce potion
mprove the ccaster’s
(+4 tto DEX) woould still im
aim and saving throws, buut it would nnot change
AC.
his A
Magic M
Missile: deaals 8 or 11 [] points
of foorce damagee to a singlee target
2nd-L
Level Wizaard Spells:
Beestow Cursse: lower’s target’s savving throwss
by 4 (does not sstack with iitself or anyy other
effeccts)
Liightning Sttrike: If thee caster hitss AC 13,
this sspell deals 16 points oof shock dam
mage to a
singlle target.
Sccorching R
Ray: If the ccaster hits A
AC 15, dealss
16 points of firee damage too that one taarget (no
savee)
Level Wizaard Spells:
3rd-L
Leesser Mazee: A single m
monster is ttemporarily
y
transsported to aan extra-dim
mensional sppace. The
partyy has one roound to act before the m
monster
returrns and initiiative is re--rolled.
Liightning Sttorm: dealss 30 points oof shock
damaage to all m
monsters (noot party mem
mbers),
monnsters who m
make a DC 12 Reflex ssave take
half damage

Whaat Stuff Cann I Usse?
Anyy token that lists one orr more classs name at th
he bottom ccan only be used by thee class(es) llisted. If no
classs names aree listed, thatt token can be used by
y all classes..
Som
me weapons are so big they requiree the use off two handss to wield annd have
at the botttom of the
tokeen text. If yo
our characteer is using a two-handed weapon,, nothing caan be held inn the offhannd, such as
a shiield. Other weapons on
nly require the use of one
o hand annd have
at the botttom of the token text.
Scroolls can only
y be cast by
y “magic-ussing” classees. Because they are noot magic-ussing classess,
Barbbarians, Dw
warf Fighterrs, Fighters,, Monks, an
nd Rogues m
may not casst scrolls—nnot even onnes labeled
“Alll”. The mag
gic-using claasses, Bard
ds, Clerics, Druids,
D
Elff Wizards, P
Paladins, Raangers, and Wizards
mayy cast the type of scrolll(s) designaated in their ability description secctions.
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Cure Minor Wounds
Detect Poison
Resistance
Cure Light Wounds
Freezing Orb
Cure Mod. Wounds
Firebolt
Call Lightning
Prot. from Energy

R
T


Paladin

Paladin
A

 Paladin

R
T
RT
T
T
T
T
R
T
R
R
T
R
T
R
R
T

n/a Remove Disease
n/a Sacrifice
n/a Heal (Lay on Hands)

 Ranger
 Ranger

1 Barkskin
1 Magic Fang

 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard
 Wizard



0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
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Fire Ray
Ray of Frost
Burning hands
Instant Safeguard
Magic Missile
Bestow Curse
Lightning Strike
Scorching Ray
Lesser Maze
Lightning Storm

Area of Effect
Skill 

0
0
0
1
1
2
2
3
3

A
A

0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3

Name
Acid Splash
Detect Magic
Alertness
Instant Safeguard
C
Magic Missile
Invisibility
C
Lightning Strike
Ray of Enfeeblement
Fireball
Stoneskin
C

Range Touch

Druid
Druid
Druid
Druid
Druid
Druid
Druid
Druid
Druid

C











Caster
Touch
Range

Cure Minor Wounds
Guidance
Bless
Cure Light Wounds
Spiritual Hammer
Cure Mod. Wounds
Restore Power
Restore Spell
Cure Serious Wounds
Searing Light

R
R
R
R
R

Class
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard
Elf Wizard

Level

0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3

Area of Effect
Skill 

Cleric
Cleric
Cleric
Cleric
Cleric
Cleric
Cleric
Cleric
Cleric
Cleric

Range Touch

0
0
0
1
1
1
2
2
2

Name
Daze
Flare
Resistance
Cause Fear
Mute
Protection from Evil
Inspire
Soothe Wounds
Suggestion

Caster
Touch
Range

Class
Bard
Bard
Bard
Bard
Bard
Bard
Bard
Bard
Bard

Level

Spell Grid



R
A
A
R
RT
RT
R

A

T










R
T
C







T
R
R
R
C




R
R
RT
RT
R
R












